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All Meanings of Clean 7s 

A 

ABLATED AABDELT ABLATE, to remove by cutting [v] 

ABLATES AABELST ABLATE, to remove by cutting [v] 

ABLATOR AABLORT one that ablates (to remove by cutting) [n -S] 

ABLUENT ABELNTU cleansing agent [n -S] 

ABLUTED ABDELTU washed clean [adj] 

APOLOGS AGLOOPS APOLOG, apologue (allegory (story presenting moral principle)) [n] 

ARRANGE AAEGNRR to put in definite or proper order [v -D, -GING, -S] 

ARRAYAL AAALRRY act of arraying (to place in proper or desired order) [n -S] 

ARRAYED AADERRY ARRAY, to place in proper or desired order [v] 

ARRAYER AAERRRY one that arrays (to place in proper or desired order) [n -S] 

ASEPSIS AEIPSSS condition of being aseptic (free from germs) [n -SES] 

ASEPTIC ACEIPST free from germs [adj] 

 

All Meanings of Clean 7s 

B 

BALNEAL AABELLN pertaining to baths (washing (articles washed or to be washed)) [adj] 

BATHERS ABEHRST BATHER, one that bathes (to wash (to cleanse by immersing in or applying liquid)) [n] 

BATHING ABGHINT act of one that bathes [n -S] / BATHE, to wash (to cleanse by immersing in or applying liquid) [v] 

BATHMAT AABHMTT mat used in bathroom [n -S] 

BATHTUB ABBHTTU tub in which to bathe [n -S] 

BEESWAX ABEESWX to polish furniture with type of wax [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

BESCOUR BCEORSU to scour thoroughly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BISTORT BIORSTT perennial herb with roots used as astringent [n -S] 

BLANKED ABDEKLN BLANK, to delete (to remove written or printed matter) [v] 

BLANKLY ABKLLNY in blank (empty (containing nothing (absence of all quantity or magnitude))) manner [adv] 

BLEEPED BDEEELP BLEEP, to blip (to remove sound from recording) [v] 

BLEEPER BEEELPR one that bleeps (to blip (to remove sound from recording)) [n -S] 

BLIPPED BDEILPP BLIP, to remove sound from recording [v] 

BLOWSED BDELOSW blowsy (slovenly (habitually untidy or unclean)) [adj] 

BLOWZED BDELOWZ blowzy (blowsy (slovenly (habitually untidy or unclean))) [adj] 

BOWELED BDEELOW BOWEL, to disbowel (to remove intestines of) [v] 

BREAMED ABDEEMR BREAM, to clean ship's bottom [v] 

BROOMED BDEMOOR BROOM, to sweep (to clear or clean with brush or broom) [v] 

BUDDLES BDDELSU BUDDLE, apparatus on which crushed ore is washed [n] 

BUFFING BFFGINU BUFF, to polish (to make smooth and lustrous by rubbing) [v] 

BURNISH BHINRSU to polish (to make smooth and lustrous by rubbing) [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

BURRERS BERRRSU BURRER, one that burrs (to remove rough edge from) [n] 

BURRING BGINRRU BUR, to burr (to remove rough edge from) [v] / BURR [v] 

 

All Meanings of Clean 7s 

C 

CARDERS ACDERRS CARDER, one that does carding [n] 

CARDING ACDGINR process of combing and cleaning cotton fibers; cleaned and combed fibers [n -S] 

CARWASH AACHRSW establishment equipped to wash automobiles [n -ES] 

CHASTER ACEHRST CHASTE, morally pure [adj]   
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CINEOLE CEEILNO cineol (liquid used as antiseptic) [n -S] 

CINEOLS CEILNOS CINEOL, liquid used as antiseptic [n] 

CLARIFY ACFILRY to make clear [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

CLARITY ACILRTY state of being clear (clean and pure) [n -TIES] 

CLEANED ACDEELN CLEAN, to rid of dirt or stain [v] 

CLEANER ACEELNR CLEAN, free from dirt or stain [adj] / one that cleans (to rid of dirt or stain) [n -S] 

CLEANLY ACELLNY habitually clean [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

CLEANSE ACEELNS to clean (to rid of dirt or stain) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

CLEANUP ACELNPU act of cleaning [n -S] 

CLEARED ACDEELR CLEAR, to remove obstructions [v] 

CLEARER ACEELRR CLEAR, clean and pure [adj] / one that clears (to remove obstructions) [n -S] 

CLEARLY ACELLRY in clear (clean and pure) manner [adv] 

COLLIED CDEILLO COLLY, to blacken with coal dust [v] 

COLLIES CEILLOS COLLY, to blacken with coal dust [v] 

COMBERS BCEMORS COMBER, one that combs (to arrange or clean with comb (toothed instrument)) [n] 

COMBING BCGIMNO COMB, to arrange or clean with comb (toothed instrument) [v] 

CONCISE CCEINOS succinct (clearly expressed in few words) [adj -R, -ST] 

CRESOLS CELORSS CRESOL, chemical disinfectant [n] 

CUTOVER CEORTUV land cleared of trees [n -S] 

 

All Meanings of Clean 7s 

D 

DEAIRED ADDEEIR DEAIR, to remove air from [v] 

DEASHED ADDEEHS DEASH, to remove ash from [v] 

DEASHES ADEEHSS DEASH, to remove ash from [v] 

DEBEARD ABDDEER to remove filaments from mussel [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DEBONED BDDEENO DEBONE, to remove bones from [v] 

DEBONES BDEENOS DEBONE, to remove bones from [v] 

DEBRIDE BDDEEIR to remove dead tissue surgically [v -D, -DING, -S] 

DEBURRS BDERRSU DEBURR, to remove rough edges from [v] 

DEFOAMS ADEFMOS DEFOAM, to remove foam from [v] 

DEFROST DEFORST to remove frost from [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DEFUELS DEEFLSU DEFUEL, to remove fuel from [v] 

DEGASES ADEEGSS DEGAS, to remove gas from [v] 

DEGERMS DEEGMRS DEGERM, to remove germs from [v) 

DEGLAZE ADEEGLZ to remove glaze from [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

DEHAIRS ADEHIRS DEHAIR, to remove hair from [v] 

DEHAIRS ADEHIRS DEHAIR, to remove hair from [v] 

DELEADS ADDEELS DELEAD, to remove lead from [v] 

DELEING DEEGILN DELE, to delete (to remove written or printed matter) [v] 

DELETED DDEEELT DELETE, to remove written or printed matter [v] 

DELETES DEEELST DELETE, to remove written or printed matter [v] 

DELISTS DEILSST DELIST, to remove from list [v] 

DELOUSE DEELOSU to remove lice from [v -D, -SING, -S] 

DEMERGE DEEEGMR to remove division from corporation [v -D, -GING, -S] 

DEMISTS DEIMSST DEMIST, to defog (to remove fog from) [v] 

DEMOUNT DEMNOTU to remove from mounting [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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DEONTIC CDEINOT pertaining to moral obligation [adj] 

DEPOSAL ADELOPS act of deposing (to remove from office) [n -S] 

DEPOSED DDEEOPS DEPOSE, to remove from office [v] 

DEPOSER DEEOPRS one that deposes (to remove from office) [n -S] 

DEPOSES DEEOPSS DEPOSE, to remove from office [v] 

DESALTS ADELSST DESALT, to remove salt from [v] 

DESANDS ADDENSS DESAND, to remove sand from [v] 

DESCALE ACDEELS to remove scales from [v -D, -LING, -S] 

DESEEDS DDEEESS DESEED, to remove seeds from [v] 

DESORBS BDEORSS DESORB, to remove by reverse of absorption [v] 

DESTAIN ADEINST to remove stain from [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DESUGAR ADEGRSU to remove sugar from [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DETERGE DEEEGRT to cleanse (to clean (to rid of dirt or stain)) [v -D, -GING, -S] 

DETICKS CDEIKST DETICK, to remove ticks from [v] 

DETOXED DDEEOTX DETOX, to detoxify (to remove toxin from [v] 

DETOXES DEEOSTX DETOX, to detoxify (to remove toxin from) [v] 

DEVEINS DEEINSV DEVEIN, to remove dorsal vein from [v] 

DEWATER ADEERTW to remove water from [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DEWAXED ADDEEWX DEWAX, to remove wax from [v] 

DEWAXES ADEESWX DEWAX, to remove wax from [v] 

DEWOOLS DELOOSW DEWOOL, to remove wool from [v] 

DEWORMS DEMORSW DEWORM, to rid of worms [v] 

DEZINCS CDEINSZ DEZINC, to remove zinc from [v] 

DISBUDS BDDISSU DISBUD, to remove buds from [v] 

DISHPAN ADHINPS pan for washing dishes [n -S] 

DISHRAG ADGHIRS cloth for washing dishes [n -S] 

DISSEAT ADEISST to unseat (to remove from seat) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DOPANTS ADNOPST DOPANT, impurity added to pure substance [n] 

DOUCHED CDDEHOU DOUCHE, to cleanse with jet of water [v] 

DOUCHES CDEHOSU DOUCHE, to cleanse with jet of water [v] 

DREDGED DDDEEGR DREDGE, to clear with dredge (machine for scooping mud) [v] 

DREDGER DDEEGRR one that dredges (to clear with dredge (machine for scooping mud)) [n -S] 

DREDGES DDEEGRS DREDGE, to clear with dredge (machine for scooping mud) [v] 

DUSTBIN BDINSTU trash can [n -S] 

DUSTERS DERSSTU DUSTER, one that dusts (to make free of dust (minute particles of matter)) [n] 

DUSTING DGINSTU DUST, to make free of dust (minute particles of matter) [v] 

DUSTMAN ADMNSTU trashman (person who removes trash) [n -MEN] 

DUSTPAN ADNPSTU pan for holding swept dust [n -S] 

DUSTRAG ADGRSTU rag used for dusting [n -S] 

 

All Meanings of Clean 7s 

E 

EFFACED ACDEEFF EFFACE, to rub or wipe out [v] 

EFFACER ACEEFFR one that effaces (to rub or wipe out) [n -S] 

EFFACES ACEEFFS EFFACE, to rub or wipe out [v] 

ELUTING EGILNTU ELUTE, to remove by means of solvent [v] 

ELUTION EILNOTU act of eluting (to remove by means of solvent) [n -S] 
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EMBOWEL BEELMOW to disbowel (to remove intestines of) [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

EMPTIED DEEIMPT EMPTY, to remove contents of [v] 

EMPTIER EEIMPRT one that empties (to remove contents of) [n -S] 

EMPTIES EEIMPST EMPTY, to remove contents of [v] 

ENSUITE EEINSTU room (as bathroom) adjoining another room [n -S] 

EPILATE AEEILPT to remove hair from [v -D, -TING, -S] 

EXCIDED CDDEEIX EXCIDE, to excise (to remove by cutting out) [v] 

EXCIDES CDEEISX EXCIDE, to excise (to remove by cutting out) [v] 

EXCISED CDEEISX EXCISE, to remove by cutting out [v] 

EXCISES CEEISSX EXCISE, to remove by cutting out [v] 

EXPUNGE EEGNPUX to delete (to remove written or printed matter) [v -D, -GING, -S] 

EYEWASH AEEHSWY eye lotion [n -ES] 

 

All Meanings of Clean 7s 

F 

FACIALS AACFILS FACIAL, treatment for face [n] 

FLEECED CDEEEFL FLEECE, to remove coat of wool from [v] 

FLEECER CEEEFLR one that fleeces (to remove coat of wool from) [n -S] 

FLEECES CEEEFLS FLEECE, to remove coat of wool from [v] 

FLOSSED DEFLOSS FLOSS, to clean between teeth with thread [v] 

FLOSSER EFLORSS one that flosses (to clean between teeth with thread) [n -S] 

FLOSSES EFLOSSS FLOSS, to clean between teeth with thread [v] 

FRESHED DEEFHRS FRESH, to freshen (to make or become fresh) [v] 

FRESHEN EEFHNRS to make or become fresh [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FRESHES EEFHRSS FRESH, to freshen (to make or become fresh) [v] 

FULGENT EFGLNTU shining brightly [adj] 

FURBISH BFHIRSU to polish (to make smooth and lustrous by rubbing) [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

 

All Meanings of Clean 7s 

G 

GARGLED ADEGGLR GARGLE, to rinse mouth or throat [v] 

GARGLER AEGGLRR one that gargles (to rinse mouth or throat) [n -S] 

GARGLES AEGGLRS GARGLE, to rinse mouth or throat [v] 

GETTERS EEGRSTT GETTER, to purify with chemically active substance [v] 

GINNERS EGINNRS GINNER, one that gins cotton [n] 

GINNING GGIINNN cotton as it comes from gin [n -S] / GIN, to begin (to start (to set out)) [v] 

GLEAMED ADEEGLM GLEAM, to shine with soft radiance [v] 

GLEAMER AEEGLMR one that gleams (to shine with soft radiance) [n -S] 

GLISTEN EGILNST to shine by reflection [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

GLISTER EGILRST to glisten (to shine by reflection) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

GLOSSED DEGLOSS GLOSS, to make lustrous [v] 

GROOMED DEGMOOR GROOM, to clean and care for [v] 

GROOMER EGMOORR one that grooms (to clean and care for) [n -S] 

GUTTING GGINTTU GUT, to remove guts (intestines) of [v] 

 

All Meanings of Clean 7s 

H 
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HAMMAMS AAHMMMS HAMMAM, Turkish bath [n] 

HOOVERS EHOORSV HOOVER, to clean with vacuum cleaner [v] 

HULLERS EHLLRSU HULLER, one that hulls (to remove shell from seed) [n] 

HULLING GHILLNU HULL, to remove shell from seed [v] 

HUSKERS EHKRSSU HUSKER, one that husks (to remove husk (outer covering) from) [n] 

HUSKING GHIKNSU HUSK, to remove husk (outer covering) from [v] 

HYGEIST EGHISTY expert in hygiene [n -S] 

HYGIENE EEGHINY science of health [n -S] 

 

All Meanings of Clean 7s 

I 

 

All Meanings of Clean 7s 

J 

JANITOR AIJNORT maintenance man [n -S] 

JIMPEST EIJMPST JIMP, natty (neatly dressed) [adj] 

JUSTEST EJSSTTU JUST, acting in conformity with what is morally good [adj] 

 

All Meanings of Clean 7s 

K 

KASHERS AEHKRSS KASHER, to kosher (to make fit to be eaten according to Jewish dietary laws) [v] 

KOSHERS EHKORSS KOSHER, to make fit to be eaten according to Jewish dietary laws [v] 

 

All Meanings of Clean 7s 

L 

LATHERS AEHLRST LATHER, to cover with lather (light foam) [v] 

LATHERY AEHLRTY covered with lather [adj] 

LAUNDER ADELNRU to wash clothes [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

LAUNDRY ADLNRUY collection of clothes to be washed [n -RIES] 

LAVABOS AABLOSV LAVABO, ceremonial washing in certain Christian churches [n] 

LAVAGES AAEGLSV LAVAGE, washing (articles washed or to be washed) [n] 

LIQUATE AEILQTU to purify metal by heating [v -D, -TING, -S] 

LUSTRAL ALLRSTU pertaining to lustrum (ceremonial purification of population in ancient Rome) [adj] 

LUSTRUM LMRSTUU ceremonial purification of population in ancient Rome [n -RA, -S] 

 

All Meanings of Clean 7s 

M 

MARROWY AMORRWY pithy (concise (succinct (clearly expressed in few words))) [adj] 

MARSHAL AAHLMRS to put in proper order [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MASSAGE AAEGMSS to manipulate parts of body for remedial or hygienic purposes [v -D, -GING, -S] 

MIKVAHS AHIKMSV MIKVAH, place for ritual bathing by Orthodox Jews [n] 

MIKVEHS EHIKMSV MIKVEH, mikvah (place for ritual bathing by Orthodox Jews) [n] 

MIKVOTH HIKMOTV MIKVAH, place for ritual bathing by Orthodox Jews [n] 

MOPPERS EMOPPRS MOPPER, one that mops (to wipe with mop (implement for cleaning floors)) [n] 

MOPPIER EIMOPPR MOPPY, resembling mop [adj] 

MOPPING GIMNOPP MOP, to wipe with mop (implement for cleaning floors) [v] 

MORALLY ALLMORY in moral (pertaining to principles of right and wrong) manner [adv] 
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All Meanings of Clean 7s 

N 

NAPKINS AIKNNPS NAPKIN, piece of material used to wipe hands and mouth [n] 

NATTIER AEINRTT NATTY, neatly dressed [adj] 

NATTILY AILNTTY NATTY, neatly dressed [adv] 

NEATENS AEENNST NEATEN, to make neat [v] 

NEATEST AEENSTT NEAT, being in state of cleanliness and order [adj] 

NEATNIK AEIKNNT compulsively neat person [n -S] 

NOMISMS IMMNOSS NOMISM, strict adherence to moral law [n] 

 

All Meanings of Clean 7s 

O 

OFFLOAD ADFFLOO to unload (to remove load or cargo from) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OROTUND DNOORTU full and clear in sound [adj] 

OUTGLOW GLOOTUW to surpass in glowing [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERALL AELLORV loose outer garment [n -S] 

 

All Meanings of Clean 7s 

P 

PARABLE AABELPR simple story conveying moral or religious lesson [n -S] 

PIASABA AAABIPS piassava (coarse, stiff fiber used for brooms) [n -S] 

PIASAVA AAAIPSV piassava (coarse, stiff fiber used for brooms) [n -S] 

PISSOIR IIOPRSS public urinal [n -S] 

PITHIER EHIIPRT PITHY, concise (succinct (clearly expressed in few words)) [adj] 

PITHILY HIILPTY PITHY, concise (succinct (clearly expressed in few words)) [adv] 

PLAINER AEILNPR PLAIN, evident (clear to vision or understanding) [adj] 

PLAINLY AILLNPY PLAIN, evident (clear to vision or understanding) [adv] 

POLICED CDEILOP POLICE, to make clean or orderly [v] 

POLICER CEILOPR one that polices (to make clean or orderly) [n -S] 

POLICES CEILOPS POLICE, to make clean or orderly [v] 

POTABLE ABELOPT liquid suitable for drinking [n -S] 

POTTIES EIOPSTT POTTY, small toilet seat [n] 

PRECISE CEEIPRS sharply and clearly defined or stated [adj -R, -ST] 

PREENED DEEENPR PREEN, to smooth or clean with beak or tongue [v] 

PREENER EEENPRR one that preens (to smooth or clean with beak or tongue) [n -S] 

PREWASH AEHPRSW to wash beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

PRIMPED DEIMPPR PRIMP, to dress or adorn carefully [v] 

PRIVIES EIIPRSV PRIVY, outhouse (toilet housed in small structure) [n] 

PUMICED CDEIMPU PUMICE, to polish with porous volcanic rock [v] 

PUMICER CEIMPRU one that pumices (to polish with porous volcanic rock) [n -S] 

PUMICES CEIMPSU PUMICE, to polish with porous volcanic rock [v] 

PURGERS EGPRRSU PURGER, one that purges (to purify (to free from impurities)) [n] 

PURGING GGINPRU act of purifying (to free from impurities) [n -S] / PURGE, to purify (to free from impurities) [v] 

PURITAN AINPRTU rigorously moral or religious person [n -S] 

 

All Meanings of Clean 7s 
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Q 

 

All Meanings of Clean 7s 

R 

RANGING AGGINNR RANGE, to place in particular order [v] 

RASURES AERRSSU RASURE, erasure (act of erasing (to rub or scrape out)) [n] 

RECLEAN ACEELNR to clean again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REDDERS DDEERRS REDDER, one that redds (to put in order) [n] 

REDDING DDEGINR RED, to redd (to put in order) [v] / REDD [v] 

REFINED DEEFINR REFINE, to free from impurities [v] 

REFINER EEFINRR one that refines (to free from impurities) [n -S] 

REFINES EEFINRS REFINE, to free from impurities [v] 

REGROOM EGMOORR to groom again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REORDER DEEORRR to order again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RESHINE EEHINRS to shine again [v -D, -HONE, -NING, -S] 

REWAXED ADEERWX REWAX, to wax again [v] 

REWAXES AEERSWX REWAX, to wax again [v] 

RIGHTED DEGHIRT RIGHT, to put in proper order or condition [v] 

RIGHTER EGHIRRT one that rights (to put in proper order or condition) [n -S] 

RINSERS EINRRSS RINSER, one that rinses (to cleanse with clear water) [n] 

RINSING GIINNRS act of one that rinses [n -S] / RINSE, to cleanse with clear water [v] 

RIPPLER EILPPRR toothed tool for cleaning flax fiber [n -S] 

RULIEST EILRSTU RULY, orderly [adj] 

 

All Meanings of Clean 7s 

S 

SAPONIN AINNOPS soapy substance obtained from plants [n -S] 

SAUNAED AADENSU SAUNA, to take dry heat bath [v] 

SCOURED CDEORSU SCOUR, to cleanse or polish by hard rubbing [v] 

SCOURER CEORRSU one that scours (to cleanse or polish by hard rubbing) [n -S] 

SCRAPED ACDEPRS SCRAPE, to rub so as to remove outer layer [v] 

SCRAPER ACEPRRS one that scrapes (to rub so as to remove outer layer) [n -S] 

SCRAPES ACEPRSS SCRAPE, to rub so as to remove outer layer [v] 

SCULTCH CCHLSTU sculch (clean trash) [n -ES] 

SCUMMED CDEMMSU SCUM, to remove scum (impure or extraneous matter) from [v] 

SCUMMER CEMMRSU one that scums (to remove scum (impure or extraneous matter) from) [n -S] 

SETTLED DEELSTT SETTLE, to place in desired state or order [v] 

SETTLER EELRSTT one that settles (to place in desired state or order) [n -S] 

SETTLES EELSSTT SETTLE, to place in desired state or order [v] 

SEWERED DEEERSW SEWER, to clean or maintain sewers (underground conduits for waste) [v] 

SHAMPOO AHMOOPS to cleanse with special preparation [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SHAVERS AEHRSSV SHAVER, one that shaves (to sever hair close to roots) [n] 

SHAVING AGHINSV SHAVE, to sever hair close to roots [v] / something shaved off [n -S] 

SHINERS EHINRSS SHINER, one that shines (to emit light) [n] 

SHINING GHIINNS emitting or reflecting light [adj] / SHINE, to emit light [v] 

SHOWERS EHORSSW SHOWER, to bathe in spray of water [v] 

SHUCKED CDEHKSU SHUCK, to remove husk or shell from [v] 
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SHUCKER CEHKRSU one that shucks (to remove husk or shell from) [n -S] 

SKIMMED DEIKMMS SKIM, to remove floating matter from surface of [v] 

SKIMMER EIKMMRS one that skims (to remove floating matter from surface of) [n -S] 

SLABBED ABBDELS SLAB, to remove slabs (broad, flat pieces) from log [v] 

SLUICED CDEILSU SLUICE, to wash with sudden flow of water [v] 

SLUICES CEILSSU SLUICE, to wash with sudden flow of water [v] 

SMOOTHY HMOOSTY smoothie (person with polished manners) [n -HIES] 

SOAPBOX ABOOPSX to deliver informal impassioned speech on street [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

SOAPERS AEOPRSS SOAPER, serial melodrama on radio or television [n] 

SOAPIER AEIOPRS SOAPY, containing or resembling soap [adj] 

SOAPILY AILOPSY in soapy (containing or resembling soap) manner [adv] 

SOAPING AGINOPS SOAP, to treat with soap (cleansing agent) [v] 

SPONGED DEGNOPS SPONGE, to wipe with sponge (mass of absorbent material) [v] 

SPONGER EGNOPRS one that sponges (to wipe with sponge (mass of absorbent material)) [n -S] 

SPONGES EGNOPSS SPONGE, to wipe with sponge (mass of absorbent material) [v] 

SPRUCER CEPRRSU SPRUCE, neat and trim in appearance [adj] 

SPUDDED DDDEPSU SPUD, to remove with spade-like tool [v] 

STEMMED DEEMMST STEM, to remove stems (ascending axes of plant) from [v] 

SUCTION CINOSTU to remove by process of sucking [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SUDSERS DERSSSU SUDSER, soap opera [n] 

SUDSIER DEIRSSU SUDSY, foamy (covered with foam) [adj] 

SUDSING DGINSSU SUDS, to wash in soapy water [v] 

SWABBED ABBDESW SWAB, to clean with large mop [v] 

SWABBER ABBERSW one that swabs (to clean with large mop) [n -S] 

SWABBIE ABBEISW sailor (member of ship's crew) [n -S] 

SWEEPER EEEPRSW one that sweeps (to clear or clean with brush or broom) [n -S] 

SWOBBED BBDEOSW SWOB, to swab (to clean with large mop) [v] 

SWOBBER BBEORSW swabber (one that swabs (to clean with large mop)) [n -S] 

SYNDETS DENSSTY SYNDET, synthetic detergent [n] 

SYRINGE EGINRSY to cleanse or treat with injected fluid [v -D, -GING, -S] 

 

All Meanings of Clean 7s 

T 

TAMPONS AMNOPST TAMPON, to plug with cotton pad [v] 

TERSELY EELRSTY TERSE, succinct (clearly expressed in few words) [adv] 

TERSEST EERSSTT TERSE, succinct (clearly expressed in few words) [adj] 

TIDIERS DEIIRST TIDIER, one that tidies (to make tidy) [n] 

TIDIEST DEIISTT TIDY, neat and orderly [adj] 

TIDYING DGIINTY TIDY, to make tidy [v] 

TOILETS EILOSTT TOILET, to dress and groom oneself [v] 

TOWELED DEELOTW TOWEL, to wipe with towel (absorbent cloth) [v] 

TRIGGER EGGIRRT TRIG, neat (being in state of cleanliness and order) [adj] 

TRIMMED DEIMMRT TRIM, to make trim by cutting [v] 

TRIMMER EIMMRRT TRIM, neat and orderly [adj] 

TUBBERS BBERSTU TUBBER, one that tubs (to wash in tub (round, open vessel)) [n] 

TUBBING BBGINTU TUB, to wash in tub (round, open vessel) [v] 
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All Meanings of Clean 7s 

U 

UNBONED BDENNOU not boned (to debone (to remove bones from)) [adj] 

UNCHAIR ACHINRU to remove from chairmanship [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNCOVER CENORUV to remove covering from [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNHAIRS AHINRSU UNHAIR, to remove hair from [v] 

UNHUSKS HKNSSUU UNHUSK, to remove husk from [v] 

UNKINKS IKKNNSU UNKINK, to remove curls from [v] 

UNLADED ADDELNU UNLADE, to unload (to remove load or cargo from) [v] 

UNLADEN ADELNNU UNLADE, to unload (to remove load or cargo from) [v] 

UNLADES ADELNSU UNLADE, to unload (to remove load or cargo from) [v] 

UNLEADS ADELNSU UNLEAD, to remove lead from [v] 

UNLOADS ADLNOSU UNLOAD, to remove load or cargo from [v] 

UNMASKS AKMNSSU UNMASK, to remove mask from [v] 

UNMOLDS DLMNOSU UNMOLD, to remove from mold [v] 

UNMOULD DLMNOUU to unmold (to remove from mold) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNNAILS AILNNSU UNNAIL, to remove nails from [v] 

UNPICKS CIKNPSU UNPICK, to remove stitches from [v] 

UNRIVET EINRTUV to remove rivets (metal bolts) from [v -ED, -TTED, -ING, -TTING, -S] 

UNSEATS AENSSTU UNSEAT, to remove from seat [v] 

UNSHELL EHLLNSU to remove shell from [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNSTOPS NOPSSTU UNSTOP, to remove stopper from [v] 

UNTACKS ACKNSTU UNTACK, to remove tack from [v] 

UNVEILS EILNSUV UNVEIL, to remove covering from [v] 

UNWRAPS ANPRSUW UNWRAP, to remove wrapping from [v] 

 

All Meanings of Clean 7s 

V 

VACUUMS ACMSUUV VACUUM, to use device that cleans by suction [v] 

VESTALS AELSSTV VESTAL, chaste woman [n] 

VIRTUES EIRSTUV VIRTUE, moral excellence [n] 

 

All Meanings of Clean 7s 

W 

WASHBAG AABGHSW small bag for carrying toiletries when traveling [n -S] 

WASHDAY AADHSWY day set aside for washing clothes [n -S] 

WASHERS AEHRSSW WASHER, one that washes (to cleanse by immersing in or applying liquid) [n] 

WASHING AGHINSW articles washed or to be washed [n -S] / WASH, to cleanse by immersing in or applying liquid [v] 

WASHRAG AAGHRSW small cloth used for washing oneself [n -S] 

WASHTUB ABHSTUW tub used for washing clothes [n -S] 

WASHUPS AHPSSUW WASHUP, act of washing clean [n] 

WHITELY EHILTWY in white (of color of pure snow) manner [adv] 

WHITENS EHINSTW WHITEN, to make white [v] 

WHITEST EHISTTW WHITE, of color of pure snow [adj] 

WHITIER EHIIRTW WHITY, whitish (somewhat white) [adj] 

WHITING GHIINTW WHITE, to whiten (to make white) [v] 

WHITISH HHIISTW somewhat white [adj] 
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WILLIED DEIILLW WILLY, to willow (to clean textile fibers with certain machine) [v] 

WILLIES EIILLSW WILLY, to willow (to clean textile fibers with certain machine) [v] 

WILLOWS ILLOSWW WILLOW, to clean textile fibers with certain machine [v] 

 

All Meanings of Clean 7s 

X 

 

All Meanings of Clean 7s 

Y 
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Z 


	All Meanings of Clean 7s
	A
	ABLATED AABDELT ABLATE, to remove by cutting [v]
	ABLATES AABELST ABLATE, to remove by cutting [v]
	ABLATOR AABLORT one that ablates (to remove by cutting) [n -S]
	ABLUENT ABELNTU cleansing agent [n -S]
	ABLUTED ABDELTU washed clean [adj]
	APOLOGS AGLOOPS APOLOG, apologue (allegory (story presenting moral principle)) [n]
	ARRANGE AAEGNRR to put in definite or proper order [v -D, -GING, -S]
	ARRAYAL AAALRRY act of arraying (to place in proper or desired order) [n -S]
	ARRAYED AADERRY ARRAY, to place in proper or desired order [v]
	ARRAYER AAERRRY one that arrays (to place in proper or desired order) [n -S]
	ASEPSIS AEIPSSS condition of being aseptic (free from germs) [n -SES]
	ASEPTIC ACEIPST free from germs [adj]
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	B
	BALNEAL AABELLN pertaining to baths (washing (articles washed or to be washed)) [adj]
	BATHERS ABEHRST BATHER, one that bathes (to wash (to cleanse by immersing in or applying liquid)) [n]
	BATHING ABGHINT act of one that bathes [n -S] / BATHE, to wash (to cleanse by immersing in or applying liquid) [v]
	BATHMAT AABHMTT mat used in bathroom [n -S]
	BATHTUB ABBHTTU tub in which to bathe [n -S]
	BEESWAX ABEESWX to polish furniture with type of wax [v -ED, -ING, -ES]
	BESCOUR BCEORSU to scour thoroughly [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	BISTORT BIORSTT perennial herb with roots used as astringent [n -S]
	BLANKED ABDEKLN BLANK, to delete (to remove written or printed matter) [v]
	BLANKLY ABKLLNY in blank (empty (containing nothing (absence of all quantity or magnitude))) manner [adv]
	BLEEPED BDEEELP BLEEP, to blip (to remove sound from recording) [v]
	BLEEPER BEEELPR one that bleeps (to blip (to remove sound from recording)) [n -S]
	BLIPPED BDEILPP BLIP, to remove sound from recording [v]
	BLOWSED BDELOSW blowsy (slovenly (habitually untidy or unclean)) [adj]
	BLOWZED BDELOWZ blowzy (blowsy (slovenly (habitually untidy or unclean))) [adj]
	BOWELED BDEELOW BOWEL, to disbowel (to remove intestines of) [v]
	BREAMED ABDEEMR BREAM, to clean ship's bottom [v]
	BROOMED BDEMOOR BROOM, to sweep (to clear or clean with brush or broom) [v]
	BUDDLES BDDELSU BUDDLE, apparatus on which crushed ore is washed [n]
	BUFFING BFFGINU BUFF, to polish (to make smooth and lustrous by rubbing) [v]
	BURNISH BHINRSU to polish (to make smooth and lustrous by rubbing) [v -ED, -ING, -ES]
	BURRERS BERRRSU BURRER, one that burrs (to remove rough edge from) [n]
	BURRING BGINRRU BUR, to burr (to remove rough edge from) [v] / BURR [v]
	All Meanings of Clean 7s
	C
	CARDING ACDGINR process of combing and cleaning cotton fibers; cleaned and combed fibers [n -S]
	CARWASH AACHRSW establishment equipped to wash automobiles [n -ES]
	CHASTER ACEHRST CHASTE, morally pure [adj]
	CINEOLE CEEILNO cineol (liquid used as antiseptic) [n -S]
	CINEOLS CEILNOS CINEOL, liquid used as antiseptic [n]
	CLARIFY ACFILRY to make clear [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES]
	CLARITY ACILRTY state of being clear (clean and pure) [n -TIES]
	CLEANED ACDEELN CLEAN, to rid of dirt or stain [v]
	CLEANER ACEELNR CLEAN, free from dirt or stain [adj] / one that cleans (to rid of dirt or stain) [n -S]
	CLEANLY ACELLNY habitually clean [adj -LIER, -LIEST]
	CLEANSE ACEELNS to clean (to rid of dirt or stain) [v -D, -SING, -S]
	CLEANUP ACELNPU act of cleaning [n -S]
	CLEARED ACDEELR CLEAR, to remove obstructions [v]
	CLEARER ACEELRR CLEAR, clean and pure [adj] / one that clears (to remove obstructions) [n -S]
	CLEARLY ACELLRY in clear (clean and pure) manner [adv]
	COLLIED CDEILLO COLLY, to blacken with coal dust [v]
	COLLIES CEILLOS COLLY, to blacken with coal dust [v]
	COMBERS BCEMORS COMBER, one that combs (to arrange or clean with comb (toothed instrument)) [n]
	COMBING BCGIMNO COMB, to arrange or clean with comb (toothed instrument) [v]
	CONCISE CCEINOS succinct (clearly expressed in few words) [adj -R, -ST]
	CRESOLS CELORSS CRESOL, chemical disinfectant [n]
	CUTOVER CEORTUV land cleared of trees [n -S]
	All Meanings of Clean 7s
	D
	DEAIRED ADDEEIR DEAIR, to remove air from [v]
	DEASHED ADDEEHS DEASH, to remove ash from [v]
	DEASHES ADEEHSS DEASH, to remove ash from [v]
	DEBEARD ABDDEER to remove filaments from mussel [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	DEBONED BDDEENO DEBONE, to remove bones from [v]
	DEBONES BDEENOS DEBONE, to remove bones from [v]
	DEBRIDE BDDEEIR to remove dead tissue surgically [v -D, -DING, -S]
	DEBURRS BDERRSU DEBURR, to remove rough edges from [v]
	DEFOAMS ADEFMOS DEFOAM, to remove foam from [v]
	DEFROST DEFORST to remove frost from [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	DEFUELS DEEFLSU DEFUEL, to remove fuel from [v]
	DEGASES ADEEGSS DEGAS, to remove gas from [v]
	DEGERMS DEEGMRS DEGERM, to remove germs from [v)
	DEGLAZE ADEEGLZ to remove glaze from [v -D, -ZING, -S]
	DEHAIRS ADEHIRS DEHAIR, to remove hair from [v]
	DEHAIRS ADEHIRS DEHAIR, to remove hair from [v]
	DELEADS ADDEELS DELEAD, to remove lead from [v]
	DELEING DEEGILN DELE, to delete (to remove written or printed matter) [v]
	DELETED DDEEELT DELETE, to remove written or printed matter [v]
	DELETES DEEELST DELETE, to remove written or printed matter [v]
	DELISTS DEILSST DELIST, to remove from list [v]
	DELOUSE DEELOSU to remove lice from [v -D, -SING, -S]
	DEMERGE DEEEGMR to remove division from corporation [v -D, -GING, -S]
	DEMISTS DEIMSST DEMIST, to defog (to remove fog from) [v]
	DEMOUNT DEMNOTU to remove from mounting [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	DEONTIC CDEINOT pertaining to moral obligation [adj]
	DEPOSAL ADELOPS act of deposing (to remove from office) [n -S]
	DEPOSED DDEEOPS DEPOSE, to remove from office [v]
	DEPOSER DEEOPRS one that deposes (to remove from office) [n -S]
	DEPOSES DEEOPSS DEPOSE, to remove from office [v]
	DESALTS ADELSST DESALT, to remove salt from [v]
	DESANDS ADDENSS DESAND, to remove sand from [v]
	DESCALE ACDEELS to remove scales from [v -D, -LING, -S]
	DESEEDS DDEEESS DESEED, to remove seeds from [v]
	DESORBS BDEORSS DESORB, to remove by reverse of absorption [v]
	DESTAIN ADEINST to remove stain from [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	DESUGAR ADEGRSU to remove sugar from [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	DETERGE DEEEGRT to cleanse (to clean (to rid of dirt or stain)) [v -D, -GING, -S]
	DETOXES DEEOSTX DETOX, to detoxify (to remove toxin from) [v]
	DEWATER ADEERTW to remove water from [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	DISBUDS BDDISSU DISBUD, to remove buds from [v]
	DISHPAN ADHINPS pan for washing dishes [n -S]
	DISHRAG ADGHIRS cloth for washing dishes [n -S]
	DISSEAT ADEISST to unseat (to remove from seat) [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	DOPANTS ADNOPST DOPANT, impurity added to pure substance [n]
	DOUCHED CDDEHOU DOUCHE, to cleanse with jet of water [v]
	DOUCHES CDEHOSU DOUCHE, to cleanse with jet of water [v]
	DREDGED DDDEEGR DREDGE, to clear with dredge (machine for scooping mud) [v]
	DREDGER DDEEGRR one that dredges (to clear with dredge (machine for scooping mud)) [n -S]
	DREDGES DDEEGRS DREDGE, to clear with dredge (machine for scooping mud) [v]
	DUSTBIN BDINSTU trash can [n -S]
	DUSTERS DERSSTU DUSTER, one that dusts (to make free of dust (minute particles of matter)) [n]
	DUSTING DGINSTU DUST, to make free of dust (minute particles of matter) [v]
	DUSTMAN ADMNSTU trashman (person who removes trash) [n -MEN]
	DUSTPAN ADNPSTU pan for holding swept dust [n -S]
	DUSTRAG ADGRSTU rag used for dusting [n -S]
	All Meanings of Clean 7s
	E
	EFFACED ACDEEFF EFFACE, to rub or wipe out [v]
	EFFACER ACEEFFR one that effaces (to rub or wipe out) [n -S]
	EFFACES ACEEFFS EFFACE, to rub or wipe out [v]
	ELUTING EGILNTU ELUTE, to remove by means of solvent [v]
	ELUTION EILNOTU act of eluting (to remove by means of solvent) [n -S]
	EMBOWEL BEELMOW to disbowel (to remove intestines of) [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S]
	EMPTIED DEEIMPT EMPTY, to remove contents of [v]
	EMPTIER EEIMPRT one that empties (to remove contents of) [n -S]
	EMPTIES EEIMPST EMPTY, to remove contents of [v]
	ENSUITE EEINSTU room (as bathroom) adjoining another room [n -S]
	EPILATE AEEILPT to remove hair from [v -D, -TING, -S]
	EXCIDED CDDEEIX EXCIDE, to excise (to remove by cutting out) [v]
	EXCIDES CDEEISX EXCIDE, to excise (to remove by cutting out) [v]
	EXCISED CDEEISX EXCISE, to remove by cutting out [v]
	EXCISES CEEISSX EXCISE, to remove by cutting out [v]
	EXPUNGE EEGNPUX to delete (to remove written or printed matter) [v -D, -GING, -S]
	EYEWASH AEEHSWY eye lotion [n -ES]
	All Meanings of Clean 7s
	F
	FLEECED CDEEEFL FLEECE, to remove coat of wool from [v]
	FLEECER CEEEFLR one that fleeces (to remove coat of wool from) [n -S]
	FLEECES CEEEFLS FLEECE, to remove coat of wool from [v]
	FLOSSED DEFLOSS FLOSS, to clean between teeth with thread [v]
	FLOSSER EFLORSS one that flosses (to clean between teeth with thread) [n -S]
	FLOSSES EFLOSSS FLOSS, to clean between teeth with thread [v]
	FRESHED DEEFHRS FRESH, to freshen (to make or become fresh) [v]
	FRESHEN EEFHNRS to make or become fresh [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	FRESHES EEFHRSS FRESH, to freshen (to make or become fresh) [v]
	FULGENT EFGLNTU shining brightly [adj]
	FURBISH BFHIRSU to polish (to make smooth and lustrous by rubbing) [v -ED, -ING, -ES]
	All Meanings of Clean 7s
	G
	GARGLED ADEGGLR GARGLE, to rinse mouth or throat [v]
	GARGLER AEGGLRR one that gargles (to rinse mouth or throat) [n -S]
	GARGLES AEGGLRS GARGLE, to rinse mouth or throat [v]
	GETTERS EEGRSTT GETTER, to purify with chemically active substance [v]
	GLEAMED ADEEGLM GLEAM, to shine with soft radiance [v]
	GLEAMER AEEGLMR one that gleams (to shine with soft radiance) [n -S]
	GLISTEN EGILNST to shine by reflection [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	GLISTER EGILRST to glisten (to shine by reflection) [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	GLOSSED DEGLOSS GLOSS, to make lustrous [v]
	GROOMED DEGMOOR GROOM, to clean and care for [v]
	GROOMER EGMOORR one that grooms (to clean and care for) [n -S]
	GUTTING GGINTTU GUT, to remove guts (intestines) of [v]
	All Meanings of Clean 7s
	H
	HAMMAMS AAHMMMS HAMMAM, Turkish bath [n]
	HOOVERS EHOORSV HOOVER, to clean with vacuum cleaner [v]
	HULLERS EHLLRSU HULLER, one that hulls (to remove shell from seed) [n]
	HULLING GHILLNU HULL, to remove shell from seed [v]
	HUSKERS EHKRSSU HUSKER, one that husks (to remove husk (outer covering) from) [n]
	HUSKING GHIKNSU HUSK, to remove husk (outer covering) from [v]
	HYGEIST EGHISTY expert in hygiene [n -S]
	HYGIENE EEGHINY science of health [n -S]
	All Meanings of Clean 7s
	I
	All Meanings of Clean 7s
	JIMPEST EIJMPST JIMP, natty (neatly dressed) [adj]
	JUSTEST EJSSTTU JUST, acting in conformity with what is morally good [adj]
	All Meanings of Clean 7s
	KASHERS AEHKRSS KASHER, to kosher (to make fit to be eaten according to Jewish dietary laws) [v]
	KOSHERS EHKORSS KOSHER, to make fit to be eaten according to Jewish dietary laws [v]
	All Meanings of Clean 7s
	LAUNDER ADELNRU to wash clothes [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	LAUNDRY ADLNRUY collection of clothes to be washed [n -RIES]
	LAVABOS AABLOSV LAVABO, ceremonial washing in certain Christian churches [n]
	LAVAGES AAEGLSV LAVAGE, washing (articles washed or to be washed) [n]
	All Meanings of Clean 7s
	M
	MARROWY AMORRWY pithy (concise (succinct (clearly expressed in few words))) [adj]
	MARSHAL AAHLMRS to put in proper order [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	MASSAGE AAEGMSS to manipulate parts of body for remedial or hygienic purposes [v -D, -GING, -S]
	MIKVAHS AHIKMSV MIKVAH, place for ritual bathing by Orthodox Jews [n]
	MIKVEHS EHIKMSV MIKVEH, mikvah (place for ritual bathing by Orthodox Jews) [n]
	MIKVOTH HIKMOTV MIKVAH, place for ritual bathing by Orthodox Jews [n]
	MOPPERS EMOPPRS MOPPER, one that mops (to wipe with mop (implement for cleaning floors)) [n]
	MOPPIER EIMOPPR MOPPY, resembling mop [adj]
	MOPPING GIMNOPP MOP, to wipe with mop (implement for cleaning floors) [v]
	MORALLY ALLMORY in moral (pertaining to principles of right and wrong) manner [adv]
	All Meanings of Clean 7s
	N
	NAPKINS AIKNNPS NAPKIN, piece of material used to wipe hands and mouth [n]
	NATTIER AEINRTT NATTY, neatly dressed [adj]
	NATTILY AILNTTY NATTY, neatly dressed [adv]
	NEATENS AEENNST NEATEN, to make neat [v]
	NEATEST AEENSTT NEAT, being in state of cleanliness and order [adj]
	NEATNIK AEIKNNT compulsively neat person [n -S]
	NOMISMS IMMNOSS NOMISM, strict adherence to moral law [n]
	All Meanings of Clean 7s
	O
	OFFLOAD ADFFLOO to unload (to remove load or cargo from) [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	OROTUND DNOORTU full and clear in sound [adj]
	All Meanings of Clean 7s
	PARABLE AABELPR simple story conveying moral or religious lesson [n -S]
	PITHIER EHIIPRT PITHY, concise (succinct (clearly expressed in few words)) [adj]
	PITHILY HIILPTY PITHY, concise (succinct (clearly expressed in few words)) [adv]
	PLAINER AEILNPR PLAIN, evident (clear to vision or understanding) [adj]
	PLAINLY AILLNPY PLAIN, evident (clear to vision or understanding) [adv]
	POLICED CDEILOP POLICE, to make clean or orderly [v]
	POLICER CEILOPR one that polices (to make clean or orderly) [n -S]
	POLICES CEILOPS POLICE, to make clean or orderly [v]
	PRECISE CEEIPRS sharply and clearly defined or stated [adj -R, -ST]
	PREENED DEEENPR PREEN, to smooth or clean with beak or tongue [v]
	PREENER EEENPRR one that preens (to smooth or clean with beak or tongue) [n -S]
	PREWASH AEHPRSW to wash beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -ES]
	PUMICED CDEIMPU PUMICE, to polish with porous volcanic rock [v]
	PUMICER CEIMPRU one that pumices (to polish with porous volcanic rock) [n -S]
	PUMICES CEIMPSU PUMICE, to polish with porous volcanic rock [v]
	PURITAN AINPRTU rigorously moral or religious person [n -S]
	All Meanings of Clean 7s
	Q
	All Meanings of Clean 7s
	RANGING AGGINNR RANGE, to place in particular order [v]
	RECLEAN ACEELNR to clean again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REDDERS DDEERRS REDDER, one that redds (to put in order) [n]
	REDDING DDEGINR RED, to redd (to put in order) [v] / REDD [v]
	REORDER DEEORRR to order again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	RESHINE EEHINRS to shine again [v -D, -HONE, -NING, -S]
	RIGHTED DEGHIRT RIGHT, to put in proper order or condition [v]
	RIGHTER EGHIRRT one that rights (to put in proper order or condition) [n -S]
	RINSERS EINRRSS RINSER, one that rinses (to cleanse with clear water) [n]
	RINSING GIINNRS act of one that rinses [n -S] / RINSE, to cleanse with clear water [v]
	RIPPLER EILPPRR toothed tool for cleaning flax fiber [n -S]
	RULIEST EILRSTU RULY, orderly [adj]
	All Meanings of Clean 7s
	SAPONIN AINNOPS soapy substance obtained from plants [n -S]
	SAUNAED AADENSU SAUNA, to take dry heat bath [v]
	SCOURED CDEORSU SCOUR, to cleanse or polish by hard rubbing [v]
	SCOURER CEORRSU one that scours (to cleanse or polish by hard rubbing) [n -S]
	SCRAPED ACDEPRS SCRAPE, to rub so as to remove outer layer [v]
	SCRAPER ACEPRRS one that scrapes (to rub so as to remove outer layer) [n -S]
	SCRAPES ACEPRSS SCRAPE, to rub so as to remove outer layer [v]
	SCULTCH CCHLSTU sculch (clean trash) [n -ES]
	SCUMMED CDEMMSU SCUM, to remove scum (impure or extraneous matter) from [v]
	SCUMMER CEMMRSU one that scums (to remove scum (impure or extraneous matter) from) [n -S]
	SETTLED DEELSTT SETTLE, to place in desired state or order [v]
	SETTLER EELRSTT one that settles (to place in desired state or order) [n -S]
	SETTLES EELSSTT SETTLE, to place in desired state or order [v]
	SEWERED DEEERSW SEWER, to clean or maintain sewers (underground conduits for waste) [v]
	SHAMPOO AHMOOPS to cleanse with special preparation [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	SHINERS EHINRSS SHINER, one that shines (to emit light) [n]
	SHINING GHIINNS emitting or reflecting light [adj] / SHINE, to emit light [v]
	SHOWERS EHORSSW SHOWER, to bathe in spray of water [v]
	SHUCKED CDEHKSU SHUCK, to remove husk or shell from [v]
	SHUCKER CEHKRSU one that shucks (to remove husk or shell from) [n -S]
	SKIMMED DEIKMMS SKIM, to remove floating matter from surface of [v]
	SKIMMER EIKMMRS one that skims (to remove floating matter from surface of) [n -S]
	SLABBED ABBDELS SLAB, to remove slabs (broad, flat pieces) from log [v]
	SLUICED CDEILSU SLUICE, to wash with sudden flow of water [v]
	SLUICES CEILSSU SLUICE, to wash with sudden flow of water [v]
	SMOOTHY HMOOSTY smoothie (person with polished manners) [n -HIES]
	SOAPBOX ABOOPSX to deliver informal impassioned speech on street [v -ED, -ING, -ES]
	SOAPERS AEOPRSS SOAPER, serial melodrama on radio or television [n]
	SOAPIER AEIOPRS SOAPY, containing or resembling soap [adj]
	SOAPILY AILOPSY in soapy (containing or resembling soap) manner [adv]
	SOAPING AGINOPS SOAP, to treat with soap (cleansing agent) [v]
	SPONGED DEGNOPS SPONGE, to wipe with sponge (mass of absorbent material) [v]
	SPONGER EGNOPRS one that sponges (to wipe with sponge (mass of absorbent material)) [n -S]
	SPONGES EGNOPSS SPONGE, to wipe with sponge (mass of absorbent material) [v]
	SPRUCER CEPRRSU SPRUCE, neat and trim in appearance [adj]
	SPUDDED DDDEPSU SPUD, to remove with spade-like tool [v]
	STEMMED DEEMMST STEM, to remove stems (ascending axes of plant) from [v]
	SUCTION CINOSTU to remove by process of sucking [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	SUDSERS DERSSSU SUDSER, soap opera [n]
	SWABBED ABBDESW SWAB, to clean with large mop [v]
	SWABBER ABBERSW one that swabs (to clean with large mop) [n -S]
	SWABBIE ABBEISW sailor (member of ship's crew) [n -S]
	SWEEPER EEEPRSW one that sweeps (to clear or clean with brush or broom) [n -S]
	SWOBBED BBDEOSW SWOB, to swab (to clean with large mop) [v]
	SWOBBER BBEORSW swabber (one that swabs (to clean with large mop)) [n -S]
	SYNDETS DENSSTY SYNDET, synthetic detergent [n]
	SYRINGE EGINRSY to cleanse or treat with injected fluid [v -D, -GING, -S]
	All Meanings of Clean 7s
	T
	TERSELY EELRSTY TERSE, succinct (clearly expressed in few words) [adv]
	TERSEST EERSSTT TERSE, succinct (clearly expressed in few words) [adj]
	TIDIERS DEIIRST TIDIER, one that tidies (to make tidy) [n]
	TIDIEST DEIISTT TIDY, neat and orderly [adj]
	TIDYING DGIINTY TIDY, to make tidy [v]
	TOILETS EILOSTT TOILET, to dress and groom oneself [v]
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